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De Bruyne - Matt Oldfield 2018-09
Meet Kevin de Bruyne--Ultimate Football Hero.
Kevin de Bruyne is arguably Manchester City's
best player. This is the story of how the young
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

Belgian rose through the ranks, worked hard
despite the difficulties he faced along the way,
and showed courage and determination to prove
his skill in the world's toughest league. His
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versatility, technique, and goal-scoring ability to
have allowed him to become a midfielder like no
other this season.
Zidane - Tom Oldfield 2017-09
Zidane is the fantastic story of the boy who
started off on the streets of Marseille and went
on to win a World Cup with France, score a
legendary volley to win the 2002 Champions
League Final, and return to Real Madrid as
manager. This is how the poor boy with the
incredible talent went on to become one of the
greatest soccer players of his generation.
Beckham (Classic Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. In 2002,
during the final moments of injury time, David
Beckham scored an incredible free-kick,
securing England a place in the World Cup. It
was this moment that ensured that Beckham
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

would become one of the most loved English
footballers, as well as a Manchester United and
Real Madrid hero. During a career which
spanned twenty years, Beckham won an
impressive nineteen major trophies. This is the
story of a true sportsman, who earned respect
and loyalty from his fans around the world.
Cristiano Ronaldo - Guillem Balague
2015-11-05
The definitive biography of Cristiano Ronaldo,
named Football Book of the Year at the Cross
Sports Book Awards 2016 Fully updated to
include the 2017-18 season and Ronaldo's
transfer to Juventus Cristiano Ronaldo is one of
the greatest footballers of all time, a dream he
pursued from the age of just twelve when he left
his humble origins on Madeira behind. It wasn't
long before he had the biggest clubs in Europe
knocking on his door, but it was Manchester
United who won the race for his signature.
Under the tutelage of Sir Alex Ferguson,
Ronaldo developed into the complete footballer
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and athlete, winning three league titles and a
Champions League along the way. He then
became the biggest galáctico of them all when
he transferred to Real Madrid for a recordbreaking fee. Unprecedented success in the
Champions League and a record-equalling five
Ballons d'Or followed, before his sensational
move to Juventus in the summer of 2018.
Guillem Balagué, respected football journalist
and expert on the Spanish game, provides the
definitive account of a twenty-first-century
footballing icon.
Mane - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2019-08-08
Meet Sadio Mané - Ultimate Football Hero Sadio
Mané is one of Liverpool FC's 'Fab Four'. Along
with Mo Salah, Roberto Firmino and Xherdan
Shakiri, Sadio's goals have helped make
Liverpool the deadliest attacking team in the
Premier League. Since he moved to the Premier
League, Sadio has been setting the bar to new
heights - from scoring the fastest hat-trick in
history to becoming the most expensive African
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

footballer ever. There is no stopping the Fab
Four, and the sky is the limit for Sadio Mané.
Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of
biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest
and best footballers in the world and their
incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced,
action-packed style these books are perfect for
all the family to collect and share.
Mbappe - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2018-12-27
Meet Kylian Mbappe - Ultimate Football Hero.
Kylian Mbappe has the world at his feet. The
young French striker's goals, skills and fearless
attacking spirit earned him a £166 million
transfer to French champions Paris SaintGermain, to take on the best teams in Europe
with new teammate Neymar. And at the 2018
World Cup, Kylian was the star player, his goals
firing France to victory in the final. Now as a
world champion, he has just one goal left - to
become the best player ever. Ultimate Football
Heroes is a series of biographies telling the life3/17
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stories of the biggest and best footballers in the
world and their incredible journeys from
childhood fan to super-star professional player.
Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these
books are perfect for all the family to collect and
share.
Figo (Classic Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Luís Figo
is one of the greatest players of his generation,
after a glittering career in which he captained
his national team, Portugal, and became
Barcelona's hero captain. But when he
transferred to fierce rivals Real Madrid, he had
to face the anger of Barca fans all over the
world. Yet Figo showed true courage, forging an
unstoppable partnership with fellow midfield
maestro Zinedine Zidane to win the 2002
Champions League. This is the thrilling story of
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

one of the best midfielders ever.
Ronaldo (Ultimate Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt Oldfield 2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Cristiano
Ronaldo overcame poverty and childhood illness
to become one of the best football players ever.
Escaping the hot streets of Madeira, Ronaldo
first proved himself as a wonder-kid at
Manchester United under Sir Alex Ferguson
before becoming a legend for Real Madrid and
Portugal. This is the story of how the gifted boy
became a man, a team-player and a legend.
Neymar (Ultimate Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Neymar
da Silva Santos Júnior is the boy with the big
smile who carries the hopes of Brazil on his
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shoulders. Neymar now stands alongside Pelé
and Ronaldinho as a Brazilian footballing hero.
Bidding a fond farewell to his home in São Paolo,
Neymar's dreams finally came true when he
joined Barcelona. Now, alongside Messi and
Suarez, he is part of the most feared attacking
trident in the game. This is the heart-warming
true story of Neymar's road to glory.
Fantastic Footballers - Jean-Michel Billioud
2018-04-24
The greatest goals... The most spectacular
saves... Meet the top 40 footballers of all time!
Relive Ronaldo's most memorable moments,
learn about Messi's legendary left foot, meet the
youngest-ever World Cup goal scorer, Pelé, and
see the some of the most spectacular saves in
history. Every player is a winner in their own
way, but who will you choose as your hero? Jampacked full of fun footie facts about who each
legend played for, how many goals they scored
and the special skills they had, this is the perfect
read for football fans all over the world.
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

Carragher (Classic Football Heroes) - Collect
Them All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2017-10-19
Meet Jamie Carragher. Classic Football Hero.
'He puts his body on the line for the good of the
team. His passion stood him out from the rest.'
Carragher tells the story of the Liverpool hero
who stood firm to make Liverpool's breathtaking victory at the UEFA Champions League
Final in 2005 possible, coming back against AC
Milan, despite the Italian team's enormous lead.
This is a story about true loyalty and dedication
to one of the world's greatest teams. Classic
Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling
the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers
in the world and their incredible journeys from
childhood fan to super-star professional player.
Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these
books are perfect for all the family to collect and
share.
The Numbers Game - Chris Anderson
2013-07-30
Moneyball meets Freakonomics in this myth5/17
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busting guide to understanding—and
winning—the most popular sport on the planet.
Innovation is coming to soccer, and at the center
of it all are the numbers—a way of thinking
about the game that ignores the obvious in favor
of how things actually are. In The Numbers
Game, Chris Anderson, a former professional
goalkeeper turned soccer statistics guru, teams
up with behavioral analyst David Sally to
uncover the numbers that really matter when it
comes to predicting a winner. Investigating
basic but profound questions—How valuable are
corners? Which goal matters most? Is possession
really nine-tenths of the law? How should a
player’s value be judged?—they deliver an
incisive, revolutionary new way of watching and
understanding soccer.
Giggs - Matt Oldfield 2018-03
`United would never have another wing wizard
like Ryan - he was unique.' Giggs is the classic
story of one of Manchester United's all-time
heroes. As a teenager, he was so brilliant that
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

Sir Alex Ferguson turned up at his front door to
sign him - and the rest is history. A dazzlingly
skilful winger, and one of the most decorated
players ever, Ryan Giggs is a true Premier
League legend. Ultimate Football Heroes is a
series of biographies telling the life-stories of the
biggest and best footballers in the world and
their incredible journeys from childhood fan to
super-star professional player.
Giggs (Classic Football Heroes) - Collect Them
All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2017-08-10
Meet Ryan Giggs, Classic Football Hero. 'United
would never have another wing wizard like Ryan
he was unique.' Giggs is the classic story of one
of Manchester United's all-time heroes. As a
teenager, he was so brilliant that Sir Alex
Ferguson turned up at his front door to sign him
- and the rest is history. A dazzlingly skillful
winger, and one of the most decorated players
ever, Ryan Giggs is a true Premier League
legend. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of
biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest
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and best footballers in the world and their
incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced,
action-packed style these books are perfect for
all the family to collect and share.
Zlatan (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect
Them All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2017-10-19
Meet Zlatan Ibrahmovic, Ultimate Football Hero.
'With the TV cameras watching, Zlatan roared
like a lion. It was his tenth league title in only
twelve years but he never got tired of winning.'
Zlatan follows the Swedish superstar on his
amazing journey from the tough streets of
Malmö to becoming the deadly striker at
Manchester United. Along the way he has been a
star for Juventus, Inter Milan, Barcelona, and
Paris Saint-Germain, as well as becoming
Sweden's all-time leading scorer. This is the
story of one of a generation's finest footballers.
Ultimate Football Heroesis a series of
biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest
and best footballers in the world and their
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced,
action-packed style these books are perfect for
all the family to collect and share.
Pogba (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect Them
All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2017-08-10
Meet Paul Pogba, Ultimate Football Hero. 'It’s
time to shine, Paul said to himself as he walked
out of the tunnel and onto to the Old Trafford
pitch.' Pogba tells the exciting story of how
French wonder-kid Paul Pogba became Europe's
best young player, and finally fulfilled his dream
of returning to his boyhood club Manchester
United in a world-record transfer. The sky is the
limit for United's new star. Ultimate Football
Heroes is a series of biographies telling the lifestories of the biggest and best footballers in the
world and their incredible journeys from
childhood fan to super-star professional player.
Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these
books are perfect for all the family to collect and
share.
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Ultimate Football Heroes Collection: Super
Strikers - Matt Oldfield 2020-04-16
Follow the stories of Kane, Mbappé and
Aubameyang, three superstar strikers in this
exciting collection of stories written by Matt and
Tom Oldfield. Ultimate Football Heroes is a
series of fictional biographies about the biggest
and best footballers in the world and their
incredible journeys from childhood fan to
superstar professional player. Written in a fastpaced, action-packed style, these books are
perfect for all the family to collect and enjoy.
Rooney (Classic Football Heroes) - Collect
Them All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2017-08-10
Meet Wayne Rooney, Classic Football Hero. 'You
were born to play on this stage, Wayne... the
fans want to see something special, so give them
a show to remember.' Rooney tells the actionpacked story of one boy's journey from the
streets of Croxteth to one of the biggest stages
in world football. This heartwarming book tracks
Wayne Rooney's fairytale rise from child
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

superstar to Everton hero to Manchester United
legend. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of
biographies telling the life-stories of the biggest
and best footballers in the world and their
incredible journeys from childhood fan to superstar professional player. Written in fast-paced,
action-packed style these books are perfect for
all the family to collect and share.
Zidane (Classic Football Heroes) - Collect
Them All! - Tom Oldfield 2017-10-19
Meet Zindedine Zidane, Classic Football Hero.
'In the first minute, Zidane used his strength to
hold off two Brazilian midfielders and then
backheeled the ball cleverly between them. The
France fans loved his tricks.' Zidane is the
fantastic story of the boy who started off on the
streets of Marseille and went on to win a World
Cup with France, score a legendary volley to win
the 2002 Champions League Final, and return to
Real Madrid as manager. This is how the poor
boy with the incredible talent went on to become
the greatest player of his generation. Classic
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Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling
the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers
in the world and their incredible journeys from
childhood fan to super-star professional player.
Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these
books are perfect for all the family to collect and
share.
Klinsmann (Classic Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Jurgen
Klinsmann: deadly goal-poacher, Tottenham
Hotspur hero, world champion. After helping to
beat England in the 1990 World Cup, the
German striker came to play for Tottenham
Hotspur - but it took a long time for Spurs fans
to grow to love him. Yet with his competitive
spirit, humour and his amazing talent for
conjuring a goal from thin air, he quickly
became a North London legend. This is his
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

exciting story.
Das Reboot - Raphael Honigstein 2015-10-06
“A beautiful story, expertly told.” —Per
Mertesacker, Arsenal defender and member of
the German national team, winners of the 2014
World Cup Estádio do Maracanã, July 13, 2014,
the last ten minutes of extra time in the World
Cup Final: German forward Mario Götze jumps
to meet a floated pass from André Schürrle,
cushions the ball with his chest, and in one fluid
motion volleys the ball past the onrushing
Argentine goalkeeper into the far corner of the
net. The goal wins Germany the World Cup for
the first time in almost thirty years. As the
crowd roars, Götze looks dazed, unable to
comprehend what he has done. In Das Reboot,
Raphael Honigstein charts the return of German
soccer from the dreary functionality of the late
1990s to Götze's moment of sublime, balletic
genius and asks: How did this come about? The
answer takes him from California to Stuttgart,
from Munich to the Maracanã, via Dortmund and
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Amsterdam. Packed with exclusive interviews
with key figures, including Jürgen Klinsmann,
Thomas Müller, Oliver Bierhoff, and many more,
Honigstein's book reveals the secrets of German
soccer's success.
Van Dijk - Matt Oldfield 2020-05
Bruno Fernandes (Ultimate Football Heroes
- the No. 1 football series) - Matt & Tom
Oldfield 2021-07-22
The No.1 football series - over 1 million copies
sold! Since joining Manchester United in January
2020, Bruno Fernandes has set the Premier
League alight. The versatile attacking midfielder
has become a relentless and prolific goal-scorer,
catapulting his team towards the top. Follow his
brilliant journey from school drop-out to
Europe's rising star. Ultimate Football Heroes is
a series of biographies telling the life stories of
the biggest and best footballers in the world and
their incredible journeys from childhood fan to
superstar professional player. Written in fastzidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

paced, action-packed style these books are
perfect for all the family to collect and share.
Maradona (Classic Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Diego
Maradona is a true footballing legend, and
arguably the greatest player ever. The
Argentinian playmaker was renowned for his
unbelievable skills and agility, as he effortlessly
weaved his way up the pitch and through the
opposition defence. Nicknamed 'The Golden
Boy', Maradona earned ninety-one caps and
scored thirty-one goals for his country, including
in the 1986 World Cup where he captained his
team to victory - scoring the two most famous
goals of all time, against England, along the
way!
Rooney - Matt Oldfield 2017-08
Rooney tells the action-packed story of one boy's
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journey from the streets of Croxteth to one of
the biggest stages in world football. This
heartwarming book tracks Rooney's fairytale
rise from child superstar to Everton hero to
Manchester United legend.
Neuer (Ultimate Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Manuel
Neuer is the best goalkeeper in today's game.
This is the story of how young Manuel worked
his way up the ranks to become a core member
of Bayern Munich's all-conquering side, as well
as a captain and World Cup winner with his
home country, Germany. Neuer's amazing
reflexes, speed and revolutionary 'sweeperkeeper' playing style have re-invented what it
means to be a goalkeeper.
Vardy (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect
Them All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2021-02-11
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

Meet Jamie Vardy - Ultimate Football Hero Born
and raised in Sheffield, Vardy brightens football
matches with his versatility, precision and
energy. His 2012 move to Leicester City allowed
the striker to prove his thrilling goalscoring and
hard-working personality, where he helped the
team to win the Championship. Follow the
exciting journey of this award-winning striker
from Stocksbridge Park Steels to winning the
Premier League in 2016 and shining on the
international stage. Ultimate Football Heroes is
a series of biographies telling the life stories of
the biggest and best footballers in the world and
their incredible journeys from childhood fan to
superstar professional player. Written in fastpaced, action-packed style these books are
perfect for all the family to collect and share.
Luis Suarez: El Pistolero - Matt Oldfield
2016-06
Luis Suarez: El Pistolero follows the
Uruguayan's winding path from love-struck
youngster to Liverpool hero to Barcelona star.
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Grabbing goals and headlines along the way,
Luis chased his dreams and became a
Champions League winner. This is the inspiring
story of how the world's deadliest striker made
his mark.
Inverting The Pyramid - Jonathan Wilson
2018-08-14
“An outstanding work … the [soccer] book of the
decade.” —Sunday Business Post Inverting the
Pyramid is a pioneering soccer book that
chronicles the evolution of soccer tactics and the
lives of the itinerant coaching geniuses who
have spread their distinctive styles across the
globe. Through Jonathan Wilson's brilliant
historical detective work we learn how the South
Americans shrugged off the British colonial
order to add their own finesse to the game; how
the Europeans harnessed individual technique
and built it into a team structure; how the game
once featured five forwards up front, while now
a lone striker is not uncommon. Inverting the
Pyramid provides a definitive understanding of
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

the tactical genius of modern-day Barcelona, for
the first time showing how their style of play
developed from Dutch “Total Football,” which
itself was an evolution of the Scottish passing
game invented by Queens Park in the 1870s and
taken on by Tottenham Hotspur in the 1930s.
Inverting the Pyramid has been called the “Big
Daddy” (Zonal Marking) of soccer tactics books;
it is essential for any coach, fan, player, or
fantasy manager of the beautiful game
Messi (Ultimate Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Lionel
Messi is a legend - Barcelona's star player and
the world's best footballer. But when was young,
he was so small that his friends called him 'Little
Leo' and coaches worried he wasn't big enough.
Yet through bravery, talent and hard work, he
proved them wrong. Messi tells the magical
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story of how the tiniest boy in South America
grew up to become the greatest player on earth.
Ronaldo (Classic Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. This is the
rollercoaster story of how Ronaldo grew up to
become a superstar striker for Brazil, Barcelona
and Real Madrid. Struck down by illness on the
day of the 1998 World Cup final, he showed
world-class skill and determination to come back
four years later and single-handedly destroy
Germany in the 2002 final to prove, once and for
all, that he was one of the greatest strikers ever.
Son Heung-min (Ultimate Football Heroes) Collect Them All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2021-04-01
From the Playground to the Pitch, meet Son
Heung-min - Ultimate Football Hero Son Heungmin, the South Korean superstar, is now one of
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

the best attacking talents in the world. The
Ballon d'Or nominee can do it all - whether it's
scoring sensational solo goals by zipping across
the field, or telepathically assisting his teammate
Harry Kane with another goal. Discover how
Son, a young boy from Chuncheon who always
dreamed of playing for his country, became a
global icon and rose to stardom not just in Asia,
but across the globe! Ultimate Football Heroes
is a series of biographies telling the life stories
of the biggest and best footballers in the world
and their incredible journeys from childhood fan
to superstar professional player. Written in fastpaced, action-packed style these books are
perfect for all the family to collect and share.
The Barcelona Way - Damian Hughes 2018-08-09
'Does culture create competitive advantage?
Case closed in this compelling analysis of
sporting success. Read it.' – James Kerr,
bestselling author of Legacy. In The Barcelona
Way, sports psychologist Prof. Damian Hughes
draws on exclusive insight into FCB as well as
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first-hand research from organizational
psychology, to set out a method to create your
own high-performance culture. At the heart of
FCB’s winning culture are a set of principles,
epitomized by Pep Guardiola, Johan Cruyff,
Lionel Messi and many other FCB legends,
which govern how to nurture talent, prepare for
change and provide the best environment to
build a culture of sustained success. These
principles: Big Picture, Arc of Change,
Repetition, Cultural Architects, Authentic
Leadership are at the heart of FCB’s
unprecedented domination of football, and are
the key to developing high-performance cultures
in any team-based organisation across every
industry. The Barcelona Way is a hugely
practical must-read that sets out a clear plan,
based on the same principles, for you to create a
culture of success and get the best of yourself
and your team.
Neuer (Ultimate Football Heroes) - Collect
Them All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2018-03-22
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

Meet Manuel Neuer - Ultimate Football Hero.
Manuel Neuer is the best goalkeeper in today's
game. This is the story of how young Manuel
worked his way up the ranks to become a core
member of Bayern Munich's all-conquering side,
as well as a captain and World Cup winner with
his home country, Germany. Neuer's amazing
reflexes, speed and revolutionary 'sweeperkeeper' playing style have re-invented what it
means to be a goalkeeper.
Explaining Social Behavior - Jon Elster
2015-07-28
In this new edition of his critically acclaimed
book, Jon Elster examines the nature of social
behavior, proposing choice as the central
concept of the social sciences. Extensively
revised throughout, the book offers an overview
of key explanatory mechanisms, drawing on
many case studies and experiments to explore
the nature of explanation in the social sciences;
an analysis of the mental states - beliefs, desires,
and emotions - that are precursors to action; a
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systematic comparison of rational-choice models
of behavior with alternative accounts, and a
review of mechanisms of social interaction
ranging from strategic behavior to collective
decision making. A wholly new chapter includes
an exploration of classical moralists and Proust
in charting mental mechanisms operating
'behind the back' of the agent, and a new
conclusion points to the pitfalls and fallacies in
current ways of doing social science, proposing
guidelines for more modest and more robust
procedures.
Gerrard (Classic Football Heroes) - Collect Them
All! - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2017-08-10
Meet Steven Gerrard, Ultimate Football Hero.
'Liverpool Champions of Europe. Stevie was on
top of the world.' Gerrard tells of how a young
boy from Merseyside would go on to captain his
club for over a decade, inspiring their legendary
Champions League and FA Cup wins along the
way. This is the story of Steven Gerrard,
Liverpool’s greatest ever player. Ultimate
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

Football Heroes is a series of biographies telling
the life-stories of the biggest and best footballers
in the world and their incredible journeys from
childhood fan to super-star professional player.
Written in fast-paced, action-packed style these
books are perfect for all the family to collect and
share.
Luka Modric - Luka Modric 2020-08-20
THE FIRST AND ONLY AUTOBIOGRAPHY
FROM REAL MADRID GALÁCTICO AND WORLD
CUP SUPERSTAR LUKA MODRIC. 'Enthralling.'
– Oliver Holt, Mail on Sunday 'Awesome' – Match
Magazine 'Solemn, soulful and occasionally
romantic' – Alyson Rudd, The Times 'an
illuminating insight into the career of one of the
greatest players in the modern game' – Late
Tackle 'On a level with the great midfield players
of the last 20 years.' - Sir Alex Ferguson, CBE
For the first time, Real Madrid galáctico and
Croatian legend Luka Modric tells the story of
his journey from a childhood in his war-torn
homeland to becoming a serial UEFA Champions
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League winner and one of the most celebrated
footballers in the world. Regarded as one of the
great midfield players of the last 20 years, Luka
reveals the difficulties of growing up during the
Croatian War of Independence and his
beginnings as a footballer. The FIFA World Cup
finalist sets the record straight regarding key
moments at Dinamo Zagreb, Tottenham Hotspur
and Real Madrid; he gives us intimate insights
into his treasured home life; and he brings us his
personal account of his career peak – Croatia's
dramatic path to the 2018 FIFA World Cup
Final. What were his thoughts during decisive
matches? What was his relationship with key
players and coaches? What is the inner
determination that keeps him on the pitch? What
does it take to become the best footballer in the
world? Luka was consistently underestimated in
his early career, but through grit and
determination he has defied the expectations of
everyone who doubted him, and reached the
ultimate heights of world football. This is Luka
zidane-classic-football-heroes-collect-them-all

Modric in his own words.
Zidane (Classic Football Heroes - Limited
International Edition) - Matt & Tom Oldfield
2018-05-31
Complete your collection with these limited
Ultimate Football Heroes International editions –
now with a bonus World Cup chapter. Zidane is
the fantastic story of the boy who started off on
the streets of Marseille and went on to win a
World Cup with France, score a legendary volley
to win the 2002 Champions League Final, and
return to Real Madrid as manager. This is how
the poor boy with the incredible talent went on
to become the greatest player of his generation.
Kante - Matt & Tom Oldfield 2020-03-19
Meet N'Golo Kanté - Ultimate Football Hero
N'Golo Kanté is widely regarded as one of the
best defensive midfielders in the world, but life
hasn't always been easy for the Chelsea
superstar. Growing up in the Paris suburbs,
N'Golo had to work hard to overcome other
people's doubts about his small stature and
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prove himself on the pitch. This is the story of
the small boy from the streets of Paris who grew
to be an essential member of any team he plays
on. Ultimate Football Heroes is a series of
biographies telling the life stories of the biggest
and best footballers in the world and their
incredible journeys from childhood fan to
superstar professional player. Written in fastpaced, action-packed style these books are
perfect for all the family to collect and share.
Mbappé - Luca Caioli 2019-10-03
The youngest player to score in the World Cup
final since Pelé, for the tournament-winning
team, in his brief career to date Kylian Mbappé
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is breaking records at a rate matched by only
the likes of Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo,
and is fast becoming one of the biggest names in
football. But did you know that even at three
years old, he would sit listening to the manager's
talk before an AS Bondy match? Or where his
signature crossed-arm goal celebration came
from and where he first performed it? Or how he
got his dressing room nickname 'Thirty-seven'?
Find out about all this and more in Luca Caioli
and Cyril Collot's tirelessly researched
biography of the game's latest superstar,
featuring exclusive interviews with those who
know him best. Includes the 2018/19 season.
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